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There is a monoidal bicategory called Mod that has rings as objects, two-
sided modules as arrows, and module morphisms as cells, with tensor product
taken over the integers, and unit the ring of integers. In this bicategory, left
adjoints i : Z→ R exist for every ring R, and are given by the right regular
module ZRR. Biduals exist for every R too and are given by the opposite
ring Ro, the unit n and counit e are the ring R seen as a module in two
different ways: n = ZRRo⊗R and e = R⊗RoRZ. Bidualities induce monoidales
(also known as pseudomonoids) in this case given on the object Ro⊗R, with
multiplication Ro ⊗ e⊗R and unit n, associativity and unitality hold up to
coherent isomorphism.
The viewpoint of monoidal bicategories allows us, for example, to express
R-corings as comonads in Mod. R-bialgebroids admit two equivalent descrip-
tions; opmonoidal monads on the monoidale Ro⊗R, or right skew monoidales
on R that have i as the unit. This equivalence can be adapted for arrows
that are not necessarily monads, but only opmonoidal arrows of the sort
Ro ⊗ R → So ⊗ S, for suitable R and S. The adaptation shows these op-
monoidal arrows equivalent to a relaxed version of an action, named right
oplax R-actions on S. In Mod these two notions describe R|S-coalgebroids.
Now, replace Mod by a general monoidal bicategory B. On one hand, it
is clear, at least intuitively, that these two theorems are somehow related:
for if one defines OpMon(B) to be the bicategory of monoidales, opmonoidal
arrows and, opmonoidal cells in B; then monads in OpMon(B) are opmonoidal
monads in B. But on the other hand, one can use the two equivalences
mentioned above to form the statement “monads of oplax actions are right
skew monoidales”. And it is not clear that this statement makes sense, since
there is no obvious way of defining a composition of oplax actions in order
to form a bicategory.
In this talk, I will address this problem. First, by providing the collection
of right oplax actions OpLaxAct(B) with a structure in which one is able to
define a notion of monad. Second, by proving that monads in OpLaxAct(B)



are right skew monoidales in B whose unit has a right adjoint. And finally,
by giving conditions under which OpLaxAct(B) represents a bicategory, that
is equivalent to a full subbicategory of OpMon(B), and whose objects are the
monoidales Ro ⊗R induced by bidualities R a Ro.


